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I recently returned from a too brief holiday on the Greek island of Crete. Among
the many wonderful things Crete has to offer, great pottery ranks as one of the
highest in my estimation.
I visited a workshop where massive pots are made on rows and rows of manually
powered wheels. When the previously thrown section is dry enough (with the help
of a tiger torch) to support the addition of more clay, a very soft and freshly
pugged “coil” is grafted on, smoothed and centred, then pulled up to add to the
height of the walls. It was mesmerizing to watch. With the exception of the use of
the tiger torch, this is essentially the same method that has been used for a
couple of millenniums.
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On a smaller and more transportable scale (i.e. I was able to buy and bring some
home) I visited the studio of a Cretan potter who, like his father before him, digs
and processes his own clay from a local river bank and creates pots with designs
dating back to the Minoans. In the same town, a young woman’s sleek, minimalist
pots provided a striking contrast and vivid evidence of the vast range of
expression afforded by ceramics.
The most impressive pots I saw though were created by artisans long dead. The
Archeological Museum in Heraklion houses a spectacular display of pottery
dating back to 3000 BC. It was very humbling to see the incredibly refined pots
being made with the most rudimentary of tools. Every conceivable shape was
represented and I was reminded that, in a craft as old as ours, there really is
“nothing new under the sun”. This is not to say that we don’t each develop our
own styles. However, I have come to believe that the forms we are drawn to, the
aesthetics we strive for are all part of the collective, creative DNA we share as
part of the global ceramic community that spans many thousands of years.
Let’s keep playing in the mud for a few thousand more.
Barb
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Annual Exhibition
By Isobel Salole
A great time was had by all at the Opening of our 2018 Annual Exhibition at the Galerie Côté Creations on
Sunday 28 October. Our juror, Brenda Sutton Mader of Montreal, spoke of the difficulty in selecting pieces for
the various awards. She mentioned how impressed she was by the professionalism and standard of the
submissions. She herself is a ceramics teacher, a potter with 30 years experience and has worked with many
clay bodies, glazes and kiln types over the years. We were disappointed that we hadn’t as many submissions
as in previous years but this will help the Exhibition team explore what works well, what doesn’t work well and
plan our next steps for future exhibitions. A big thank you to all who submitted, also to those who came to the
Vernissage, to Geraldine, Manager of the Galerie, and to our wonderful volunteers!

List of winners and the Jurors remarks

Best in Show - Clement Hoeck -Temmoku jar
This is a standalone piece. Professionally made, and well proportioned, the
strong form, the chattering texture is all enhanced by the beautiful glaze. It
draws the eye in from the lid to the foot. Beautiful piece.

Juror’s Choice – Ada Brzeski - Basket
This was my most difficult choice. This basket is very well made with no
cracks. The glaze fits the piece well and enhances the piece by breaking
and pooling. The piece is stable and the handle is sturdy, a nice addition.

Best for Use – Jane Snider - Tray with 3 cups
This piece is well-made, nicely glazed and pleasing to the eye. It
would be a lovely addition on anybody’s table.

Best Design – Elizabeth Davies - Bowl
Strong form yet delicate. The glazed decoration draws you in and makes you want
to touch and run your hand over it. The title suits the bowl extremely well. You can
see the sails and the water in the glaze decoration. It is a beautiful expression of
form and glaze.
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Honourable Mention – Sarah Hand - Small plate
I have one word for this piece - patience. The preparation work and the
construction of this little piece is lengthy and time consuming. Beautifully
made, and a nice composition of color, glazed perfectly.

Best Decorated – Jocelyn Jenkins- Flask and cups with
dragon design
I chose this because the narrative and decorative carving runs
through the whole piece. The flames, the dragons, and even the
little circles are throughout each piece. The decoration was well
thought out as each piece is slip coated and then carved beautifully.
Truly the best decorated.

Best Expression – Johanna Jansen - sculpture
The combination of grogged clay, interesting texture, and the finish by smoke
firing creates the best expression of the clay. It doesn’t always have to be
smooth and shiny, it can be rough and natural and textured with the marks of
the smoke firing. This is an excellent expression of clay.

People’s Choice will be announced at the Guild December Christmas Party
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What's Old What's New at the Library
By Karen Kurtzrock
We have acquired new DVDs and booklets. Ceramic Arts produces great DVDs, books and has a highly
informative website.
Here are the titles of the new Ceramic Arts Select Series:
Pitchers Teapots Cups and Saucers; Plates Platters and Bowls;
Molds and Templates; Kitchen Pots Bakers, and serving Vessels;
Jars Vases Boxes and Baskets.
Each booklet features easy to follow, step-by-step projects. Ceramic Arts Series focuses on bringing some of
the best examples of how American contemporary artists are exploring, innovating and celebrating clay.
The 3 new DVD’s:
Mix and Match with Brenda Quinn;
Hand building Texture and Surface;
Elevating the Handmade with Julia Galloway.
Each DVD is full of interesting tips as the presenter walks you through her approach to clay. The library is a
highly underutilized resource and I hope I've motivated you to come and check out what's old and what's new.
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Holiday Sale
By Amy Bell
The 2018 Holiday Sale is fast approaching, December 7th to 9th. The Sale Committee is working hard to make
the sale a great success for all, and a fun event for our customers, new and returning.
This Sale will include a Meet the Artists event on Friday December 7th 4-6 pm. Everyone is welcome.
We are also planning for throwing and handbuilding demonstrations, live music, our fabulous Mug Market and
the 2018 Ornament. We will partner with the Ottawa Farmers’ Market again this year.
Many thanks, to the Committee members, who supported this event behind the scenes. The number of potters
participating is up, and customer numbers and sales are on the rise over the past few sales as well.
Let’s make some great pottery and make 2018 a fun, lively and profitable event!
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Compass
By Kim Lulashnyk
$10,000 and growing! Populace and Compass, both fully funded by
public grants, were experiences that helped to raise our
organization's profile in the community and brought an important
source of revenue to our organization. Again, we have another
opportunity coming up to add to our experience! At the December
meeting, we will have a Christmas Locker Sale! On the attached
poster, created by Kirstin, you can see some of the interesting items
that are now available to be sold. You can help in two ways: first,
you get some really, really great bargains and second, you help to
clean out our Guild's P&C locker!
Coming soon through the Guild Forum, you will be receiving a spreadsheet of the items and the proposed
prices for the fun stuff! There will be a few ways to get your stuff (some of it really heavy especially if you are
into steel rods and pickets! Trust us. We have very strong backs now!). You can write back to the team
immediately letting us know what you would like to purchase and then we can put it on hold. Then you can set
up a time to pick it up at the locker (details will follow). Another way is to get some of the items that will be
brought to the Holiday Meeting in December! You can buy directly there; but not everything will be brought at
that time due to weight and volume. Another way to participate is to come to the locker on one set day and
have a look for yourself and see if you want anything on the spot. There may be lots of good finds!
So keep looking to the Guild Forum and you may find yourself again a star supporting your organization and a
lucky recipient of some interesting materials!

Kirstin, Kim and Hilde
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Standards and Education
By Jocelyn Jenkins

Cone 6 Clay Bodies – Know your clay!
This is the second in a series of articles intended to familiarize potters who are not firing their own ware with the issues
that are important to making pots that can be sold to the public with confidence. The other two topics that will be
covered in the coming months are cone 6 electric kiln firing and glazes and glazing.
I’m starting with clay bodies, as this is your entry point to the process of making your ware. As in all the other articles,
the following discussion concerns cone 6 or mid-fire clay, as that is the range that most community studios in this area
offer.
Choosing your clay
Most community studios will offer several types of clay that are vitrified at cone 6. There will usually be a few choices of
stoneware in colours such as white, buff, speckled buff, brown, red-brown or black. There may also be a porcelaneous
clay - a cone 6 “porcelain”: not a true porcelain, but with some of the qualities of a high-fire porcelain. The cost of clays
sold at community studios usually includes a markup to cover bisque firing, glazes and the glaze firing. In most
community studios, clays purchased from other sources are not allowed, partly because the cost of firing and glazing is
then borne by the studio rather than the potter, but also because of the risk associated with the possibility of
earthenware clays which mature at much lower temperatures being introduced into a kiln that is firing at stoneware
temperatures. The resulting molten mess can have expensive ramifications! Ones, that neither you nor the unwitting
technician, will want to deal with.
You can find Material Data Sheets (MDS) or Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) online for your clay, if you are
interested. Clay suppliers make these available so that potters will know how to use these materials in a manner that is
not injurious to their health. It’s worthwhile familiarizing yourself with these sources of information.
Reliability
Community studios purchase their clays, premixed, from clay suppliers. These clay bodies will be used by many other
potters: that means that they are tested by an awful lot of people. If there is a problem with a particular clay body, the
manufacturer will want to sort it out before customers get fed up and move on to another supplier. That being said, it’s
still worth noting that there are conditions that arise that may result in a batch of clay not being exactly the same as the
last batch you used. If a raw material is unavailable, the producer may make a substitution. The batch may have been
contaminated by materials from a batch of a different clay body, or particles of raw material that are larger than the
usual mesh size used in the recipe may end up in the mix. Know your clay and be alert to the possibility that it may not
be exactly the same as the last bag. When problems arise, report them to the technician who will in turn report them to
the clay supplier. It helps to note your batch number when you buy clay if you are planning on making pieces for sale.
That way if there are problems with a specific bag, you have the information you need to report the defect.
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Workability
All clays are not created equal. Some are more equal to certain tasks than others! Everyone knows the nuisance of
cracking handles or warping tiles.
Since most community studios offer classes to beginners, there will definitely be a few stoneware clays that have
qualities that make them useful to the thrower and the handbuilder alike. These are plastic clays with a little grog that
make them versatile options for wheelwork, handbuilding and small scale sculpture. When you are throwing, a little grog
goes a long way. Grog can help your pots withstand warping but it can also neatly strip your fingers of your first layer of
skin! A little grog also necessitates good finishing practices on rims and bottoms so that they are smooth. (Rims and feet
are consistently found to be problem areas when the SEC reviews work for the annual sales!)
The use of some clay requires special considerations. It is assumed, that at the OGP’s sales, all functional pots are food
safe and can go in a dishwasher and a microwave unless, otherwise noted. Black clays which contain a lot of ferric or
ferrous oxide may heat up to an uncomfortable level in the microwave. If you are planning on selling such a pot, it must
be marked permanently to indicate that it is not suitable for use in the microwave.
Some clays are more finicky than others (to put it mildly!) but their uniqueness or beauty makes the extra care
worthwhile. Frost (a beautiful translucent cone 6 porcelain from Laguna) is extremely touchy. With such a clay, you
can’t take short cuts, rush drying times, add wet clay to dry etc. To a lesser extent, other porcelaneous clays also require
special care, but the colour response of these white clays makes the effort worth the trouble to some potters.
Shrinkage, Absorption and Vitrification
If you check out the information available on the clay supplier’s website you may find information regarding the clay’s
wet to dry shrinkage rate, the clay’s cone 6 shrinkage rate and it’s absorption at cone 6. All of this data is relative to the
supplier’s own firing schedule. You may want to calculate these values yourself, for the firing schedule used in the kilns
at your studio.
Why are these values useful to you? If you want to make a mug that holds a certain amount of liquid, knowing the
shrinkage rate of your clay can help you plan the size you need to start out with. The absorption and vitrification are
inversely related: the more fully vitrified the clay, the less it will absorb. Knowing that your clay is fully vitrified will tell
you a lot about the durability of your work, something that will be important to you if you are contemplating selling your
work. Mastering Cone 6 Glazes describes a simple water absorption test in the section titled “Testing for Suitability for
Use in a Microwave Oven”. The procedure is simple. Start with a test tile 5 cm wide and 10 cm long and about 1 cm
thick. Fire the unglazed test tile in a glaze kiln. Weigh the test tile as soon as you take it out of the kiln. Then boil the
same tile in a pan of water for 2 hours. Take the tile out, dry it off and weight it immediately. The percent moisture
absorption = 100 x (boiled weight – fresh out of kiln weight)/fresh out of kiln weight.
Need more information on these topics? Any book for potters that covers clay and glazes will cover these topics in more
detail. In addition the website ceramicindustry.com has an article on clay body shrinkage and absorption that covers
these topics very well at the following URL: https://www.ceramicindustry.com/articles/84673-ppp-clay-body-shrinkageabsorption
Refiring your work
Some community studios will not refire. Others will. Skip this topic if your studio doesn’t do this! The topic will be
covered in more detail in the article still to come on glazing.
In a community studio, multiple firings of work made of cone 6 clay, to full cone 6, is not generally a good idea. If your
clay is vitrified at cone 6, subsequent firings to the same temperature may cause the clay to be overfired (we’ll talk
about the glazes later). The potter in a community studio does not usually have the option of firing to a lower
temperature on subsequent firings. A potter working in their own studio may design a firing process to permit multiple
firings without over-firing either the clay or the glazes.
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Another issue that is raised when you refire work is the passage of the work through the quartz inversion (around 575 C)
and cristobalite inversion (around 225 C) temperature ranges after the first firing. Depending on the material content of
the clay body, heating or cooling the ware too quickly through these ranges can cause dunting (cracking).
Clay Defects
As mentioned in the last article, there are many ways the clay can contribute to defects in your pots that make them
unsuitable for sale. Manufactured clay may occasionally be contaminated in a way that leaves blemishes in the final
piece. Cracking and warping may result from choosing the wrong clay for a particular use or from pushing the clay too
hard or failing to compress the clay at the proper time. Overfired clay may bloat and misfired clay can crack or dunt.
Some of these clay defects are a direct result of the firing schedules that your studio uses but others are well within your
control. In a community studio, you control what you can to give your work the best chance of succeeding.
If you have questions on these topics that you’d like to have answered feel free to send them to me at
jocelynjenkins1@gmail.com.
Jocelyn Jenkins
November 2018

Sharing Circle
Submitted by Members
Stranded” by Hilde Lambrechts
In September, I briefly exhibited my new installation “Stranded” on the banks of the Ottawa River, near the end
of Massey Lane in Ottawa. My plan was to install it in order to take photographs for future exhibition
applications. However it turned out to be a brief solo show. Passers-by, both on land and on the water, were
pleasantly surprised and moved by the art work, and I got the chance to talk about my statement with a public
that I would not have met otherwise.
“Stranded” (2018) tells the story of millions of refugees in the world; people who are circumstantially forced to
uproot their daily lives and embark on a dangerous journey to safer havens. Everyone knows that many don’t
make it to new shores, while others have to imagine a life that is very much different from the one they left
behind.
“Stranded” uses a shipwreck scenario to visualize this humanitarian crisis. The installation shows a multitude
of ceramic fragments arranged in and around a boat
wreck and entangled in a handmade fishing net.
The ceramic fragments are a metaphor for the physically
wounded and psychologically damaged refugees. These
fragments all originate from wheel-turned pottery which is
cut up into smaller pieces before firing; functional ware
forced to lose its integrity, an empathic gesture to people
who were once whole and are left broken. Each shard is
uniquely decorated to express the individuality of each
person. Sculpted coral-like adhesions are indicative for
the duration of the journey and the hope for new
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beginnings. The hand-painted blue and white glaze refers to the decoration of old shipwreck ceramics, in
particular the 15th century ceramics that were found in the Vietnamese Sea off the coast of Hoi An, Vietnam,
which were the inspiration for this project. Vietnamese fishermen capture shards in their nets to this day and
sell them at local markets. There is value in the discarded, and therefore the “Stranded” pieces are made to
look appealing.
The wrecked boat is a half of a 200 year old Indonesian canoe, carved out of a tree trunk, and features a fish
head and a long bow. In this installation it functions as a double edged sword. At first glance it is a vessel that
did not reach its final destination as so many boat refugees drowned or went missing. Secondly, Indonesia was
one of the countries that reluctantly received Vietnamese boat people in the 1970’s, and today is considered a
transit state for many refugees who land there without ever receiving human rights. With no other countries
willing to take them, the boat is literally and figuratively stranded there, with thousands of people stuck in limbo.
“Stranded” is an exercise in empathy. It confronts you with the remnants of lives that were once lived in a
certain way, in a certain place. It invites you to look at the individual and to imagine its lost potential and it
challenges you to find a way to integrate the remainder of the old and create new and meaningful possibilities.

An article you might be interested in.
Submitted By Carol Holmes Kerr
Quartz Inversion and Other Important Stages of Firing Pottery
What Happens when Firing Clay: From Quartz Inversion to Cooling Cracks

“During the firing process the
molecular structure of the clay is
changing as the kiln heats up and
then cools back down. These
changes can cause great stress on
the physical structure of the ware
in the kiln and progressing through
these stages too quickly can cause
drastic results.”

https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/daily/firingtechniques/electric-kiln-firing/quartz-inversion-and-otherimportant-stages-of-firingpottery/?utm_source=WhatCountsEmail&utm_medium=CAN
%20ListCAN%20Daily&utm_campaign=10_30_18_Daily

Classified:
Easy Pedestals for sale
I have 11 collapsible Easy Pedestals for sale. The top size is 16 x 16" . The high of the pedestals is : 2 x 24", 4 x 36" , 4 x
30", 1 x 42" in white corrugated heavy carton with white plastic laminate. One pedestal can hold up to 100 lb.
Like new, come in 3 boxes, really easy to install and move. It allows you all kinds of combinations. Excellent for sales/
galleries/ shows. I am asking $ 450 for all 11 pedestals.
If interested, please send me e-mail: barcha_pottery@yahoo.ca, or call 613-256-6900 Barbora
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